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The HAL Transition Class 1
In 2022, the sun begins its middle stages of its transition process into becoming a density 2 sun.
This offers a new opportunity in our energy and template work. That is, for those of us, who have
prepared for this work and have gained the insight to begin the transition work with our energy
system to meetup with the new requirements of our solar system. The preparation for this is the
Progression and Clearing Work, outlined in the HAL Material books, classes and courses from the
HAL Basic Energy Work and into the HAL Integration Classes 1-5.
The HAL Transition Class 1
The HAL Transition Class 1 looks at the DE2 Transition of our solar system and what that means for
humanity. As well as what that means to our energy system and organic vessel. It also dives into the
systemic changes. For us and for the races here. And much more.
The HAL Transition Class 1 is offered as a self-study. It works with the transitioning of our sun and
us, and what is happening on a systemic level. The material consists of 17+ videos uploaded into a
private group on Vimeo. The text material is delivered on email in PDF.
The First Set of Videos discuss the following Themes:
- What we know so far and what is to come after 2022.
- Can we do survive in a DE2 world of change?
- Where do the other races stand on this?
The Second Set of Videos discuss the following Themes:
- What is the DE2 level of the timeline and template work?
- How do we work with the DE2 in our timeline and template work?
- What is there to learn now?
The 2 Email Questions
You have the possibility to write 2 email questions to me regarding the text material or the content
of the videos, while you do the HAL Transition Class 1.
It is recommended to add a Skype Q&A
You can click on this option, under the HAL Integration Classes.
Please notice the Skype Q&A is NOT for any personal questions - only to the Class Material.
The Terms of Payment
You get the course material by paying the fee of 210 EUR. This includes 17+ videos, text material
and the 2 email Q&As.
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How to Do This
You begin with paying the fee on PayPal. Then, when I get the notification from PayPal, the course
is sent to you on the email address, you have used on PayPal. In the email, I give instructions on how
to get access to the videos on Vimeo, but in essence, you need a free account on Vimeo.
Once I get your Vimeo account name – you will send that to me – I will follow you and then I can
invite you to the videos. As I write in the welcome email:
How to Get Access to the Videos
1) You sign up for Vimeo https://vimeo.com/
2) Choose the basic and for free membership.
3) Find my account and follow me. Click here: https://vimeo.com/user40156198
4) Please let me know when you have followed me by sending me an email with your Vimeo name.
5) I will then invite you to the HAL Transition Class 1 and you will get an email from Vimeo, inviting
you into the private group with the videos, either in the message box on Vimeo or directly to the
email, you signed up with on Vimeo.
Also
Remember to investigate the other material on my website too incl. the material under the HAL
Project and the HAL Project Articles.
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